
I'm a skilled Web Developer with 2 years of experience at egghead.io, specializing in designing and building landing pages using Next.js,
Tailwindcss, and Sanity.io. I've improved website performance and user experience by fixing coding issues and interviewing users. As a Production
Engineer with 4 years of experience, I've managed launch events, produced engaging social media posts, and advised developers of varying
experience levels on learning paths and egghead.io resources, showcasing my strong communication skills. I'm dedicated to delivering high-quality
results and customer satisfaction.

Professional Experience

Web Developer

egghead.io | January 2021 -

December 2022

- Designed and built landing pages for various frameworks and libraries on egghead.io, specializing in

Next.js, Tailwindcss, and Sanity.io.

- Managed and maintained a personal website built on Next.js, Tailwindcss, and Sanity.io, deployed on

Vercel.

- Created a course on egghead.io, "Build your First Discord Bot using Discord.js," showcasing expertise in the

subject matter.

- Contributed to open-source development by submitting PRs for Next.js Landing Page.

- Developed a strong understanding of React.js and Next.js, and honed skills in frontend development.

Production Engineer

egghead.io | January 2019 -

December 2022

- Reviewed and identified quality issues in edited lessons for products like Epic React, ensuring accurate and

high-quality content for customers.

- Coordinated and managed course launch events, produced engaging social media posts, writing titles

based on course content and SEO optimization, and created high-quality image assets.

- Interviewed and advised developers of varying experience levels on learning paths and egghead.io

resources, demonstrating strong communication and interpersonal skills.

- Managed comments on egghead.io, helping developers troubleshoot their issues and promoting customer

satisfaction.

- Managed social media accounts on various platforms, including Twitter, Discord, LinkedIn, Instagram, and

TikTok, and maintained a positive brand image.

- Conducted extensive research on technology and wrote informative emails to a subscriber base of over

100k subscribers, contributing to high customer engagement.

Course Management

Contractor

egghead.io | April 2017 - December

2022

- Updated outdated courses using various frameworks and libraries, such as React, Angular, CSS, HTML, and

Node.js, ensuring the most recent and relevant content was available to customers.

- Demonstrated strong problem-solving skills and technical expertise in a wide range of technologies.

Key Skills
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Proficient in Next.js, React.js, Tailwindcss, Jest, and Discord.js

Experienced in UX testing, course management, and social media management.

Excellent problem-solving skills with keen attention to detail.
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